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Tight conglomerate rocks consist of gravels and rock matrices. The existence of
these stiff gravels leads to heterogeneity in conglomerates and makes it difficult
to characterize rock mechanical properties, which then affects drilling and
hydraulic fracturing operations in tight conglomerate hydrocarbon-bearing
reservoirs. This case study introduces a series of experimental and numerical
analyses for the better understanding of rock deformation and elastic wave
propagation patterns in a tight conglomerate reservoir in Junggar Basin,
China. Tri-axial compression tests, acoustic test, and finite element modeling
of rock deformation and elastic wave propagation in conglomerate rocks are
presented. Experimentally tested samples exhibit good brittleness and shearing
failure patterns, while well correlated static-dynamic elastic moduli and P-S wave
velocities are captured. Numerical results show that the existence of stiff gravels
leads to strong direction-dependent stress and strain anisotropies. Stress
concentrations are also induced by gravels radially and axially. In the elastic
wave domain, stiff gravels facilitate the propagation of elastic waves. The gravel
close to the wave source also induces stronger compressive/tensile states in the
wave domain, indicating that the existence of gravels in conglomerates can alter
waveforms. This integrated approach improves the quantitative understanding of
stress, strain, and elastic wave responses in heterogeneous tight conglomerates.
This case study also serves as a reference for the brittleness evaluation and
geomechanical evaluation in the study area. The contribution of this work is
primarily about the integrated experimental study, solid deformation modeling,
and elastic wave modeling of tight conglomerate rocks.
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1 Introduction

Tight conglomerate rocks are often characterized with
heterogeneity and low permeability and porosity. They have
attracted increasing attention as a significant source of
hydrocarbon production in unconventional reservoirs (Zou et al.,
2012; Ji et al., 2015). The exploitation of these complex reservoirs
requires advanced experimental and simulation techniques to
optimize engineering strategies and relevant parameters (Li,
2022). In this process, improving the understanding of the rock
mechanical properties of reservoir rocks is critical as they directly
affect the quality of drilling and fracturing operations. Typically,
experimental and numerical techniques are often used for the
characterization of rock mechanical properties.

Experimental strategies have evolved significantly over the past
years to enhance the understanding of the rock physical and
mechanical properties and behaviors of tight rocks under certain
conditions. Core analysis is a widely used technique for determining
the petrophysical properties of tight rocks (Ross and Bustin, 2009;
Yin et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2016) investigated the impact of
confining pressure on the permeability alteration of tight sandstone
cores using a triaxial method. Their findings revealed the stress-
dependent behavior of permeability, which provides valuable
insights into the fluid flow characteristics of tight rocks under
reservoir conditions. To analyze the structural and mechanical
properties at multilevel, some advanced techniques such as
micro-CT scanning and nanoindentation have been employed in
several tests (Javadpour et al., 2007; He et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2007;
Yao et al., 2023). In a sophisticated study, Qiao et al. (2021)
employed micro-CT imaging and image analysis techniques to
investigate the effect of rock fabric on the pore structure and
permeability of tight sandstone. Their study highlighted the
relationship between pore connectivity and permeability,
contributing to a better understanding of fluid flow mechanisms
in tight rocks. Moreover, experimental studies have focused on fluid
flow behavior in tight rocks. Pulse-decay permeability
measurements have been instrumental in understanding the
complex fluid flow mechanisms in these low-permeability
formations (Cui et al., 2009; Ju et al., 2023). Jia et al. (2017)
employed pulse-decay permeability tests to investigate the impact
of mineral composition and confining pressure on the permeability
of tight carbonate reservoir rocks. Their study revealed the
important role of mineralogy in determining the rock physical
behaviors of tight rocks, providing valuable insights for reservoir
characterization and production optimization. Tracer studies have
also provided insights into the diffusion and adsorption behavior of
hydrocarbons in tight rocks (Zhai et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2014).
Specifically, Zhang et al. (2014) utilized radioactive tracers to
investigate the diffusion and sorption characteristics of natural
gas in tight shale formations. Their study revealed the impact of
organic matter content and clay mineralogy on the sorption
behavior of methane, contributing to a better understanding of
gas storage and transport in tight shale reservoirs. Furthermore, the
use of advanced experimental techniques such as acoustic emission
monitoring and rock deformation tests has enabled the
characterization of the mechanical properties and deformation
behaviors of tight rocks under stress conditions (Zhou et al.,
2013; Lei et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). These studies have

provided insights into the mechanical response and formation
stability of tight reservoirs. They help to optimize the design of
hydraulic fracturing and wellbore stability analysis. In a combined
study using both experimental and numerical methods, Chen et al.
(2021a) proposed a methodology to quantify the complex and
heterogeneous tight conglomerate reservoir rock behaviors under
tri-axial compression. A numerical model was calibrated by
parameters obtained in the rock mechanical tests. Then, the
model was used to characterize the stress and strain within the
cores, which could not be quantified solely by tri-axial tests.

Numerical simulation techniques have been proved to be useful
in the understanding of physical and mechanical properties of tight
rocks. Due to the low permeability and complex pore structure
nature of tight reservoir rocks, simplified numerical models often
struggle to accurately represent the complex flow mechanisms in
tight rocks (Clarkson and Pedersen, 2010; Guo et al., 2016).
Consequently, some specialized techniques have been developed
to address these challenges. Dual-porosity and dual-permeability
models have been widely employed to account for matrix-fracture
interactions in tight rocks (Warren and Root, 1963; Li et al., 2020;
Zhong et al., 2020; Song et al., 2023). Nasrollahzadeh et al. (2021)
used a dual-porosity model to simulate gas production from
fractured tight sandstone reservoirs. To better the understanding
of rockmechanical behaviors, the study incorporated geomechanical
effects such as stress-dependent permeability and porosity to
improve the accuracy of production forecasting. Discrete fracture
network (DFN) models are also used for the simulation of the
complex fracture networks in tight rocks (Karimi-Fard et al., 2003;
Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). Li et al. (2019) employed a DFN
model to study the effects of fracture network characteristics on the
depletion behaviors of tight carbonate reservoirs. They quantified
the influence of fracture density, orientation, and connectivity on
reservoir responses, providing important insights for optimal well
placement and production strategies. The quantitative relationship
between non-planar fracture geometries and stress shadow is also a
relevant factor (Huang et al., 2023). 3D lattice modeling has also
been employed to understand the initiation of fracture and wellbore
tortuosity effects (Huang et al., 2020). Bedding planes can be reliably
quantified by the discrete element method considering fracture
height growth (Luo et al., 2022; Zheng et al., 2022). Pore-scale
models based on digital rock analysis are also regarded as valuable
tools for understanding multiphase flow and transport processes and
deformation processes in tight rocks (Andrade et al., 2013; Prodanović
et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2023). In addition to these techniques, recent
advancements in computational methods have allowed for the
development of coupled reservoir-geomechanical models to better
understand the interaction between fluid flow, heat transfer, and
solid rock deformation in tight reservoirs (Guo et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). These models couple geomechanical
effects such as stress-induced changes in rock properties with fluid flow
processes. They enable a comprehensive assessment of reservoir
behavior. As an example, in a series of studies, Sangnimnuan et al.
(2018), Guo et al. (2021) and Guo et al. (2023) proposed a coupling
strategy for the quantification of temporal and spatial evolution of
pressure, stress, and temperature in hydrocarbon-bearing formation,
where stress-dependent reservoir rock behaviors are comprehensively
analyzed. The characterization of rock deformation and failure requires
the use of accurate modeling techniques. For example, displacement
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discontinuity methods in 2D and 3D and their combination with joint
elements can help to improve the understanding of stress evolutions
caused by fracturing (Li et al., 2022; Li and Wu, 2022).

Experimental and numerical methods have been widely used to
measure and quantify rock mechanical properties in tight rocks. In
this study, a case study is introduced where an integrated
experimental and numerical workflow is proposed for the
improved understanding of highly heterogeneous and tight
conglomerate reservoir rocks in Mahu Sag, Junggar Basin, China.
Tri-axial compression tests, P and S wave velocity measurements,
and finite element modeling of the solid deformation process are
involved in the methodology. This case study provides a reference
for the quantification of rock mechanical properties in highly
heterogeneous conglomerate rocks in tight hydrocarbon-bearing
reservoirs. The observations in the study can be used in the
determination of optimum well drilling and completion strategies.

2 Methodology

This study involves rock mechanical tests and numerical
modeling. In the rock mechanical tests, tri-axial compression
tests and acoustic testing are employed. In the numerical
modeling, a finite element modeling technique is used to solve
for the stress distributions in the heterogeneous rock samples.

2.1 Rock mechanical tests

In the experimental method, the tests are conducted using the GCTS
high-temperature and high-pressure rock mechanics experimental
platform, which enables triaxial compression tests and acoustic
testing under high-temperature and high-pressure conditions. During
the test, the rock sample is placed inside the triaxial compression testing
machine and immersed in a container filled with silicone oil. By applying
pressure to the silicone oil, confining pressure is applied to the rock
sample. This method considers the principal stress conditions in
hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs. The static rock mechanical
parameters, such as elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, are
determined based on the stress and strain results. In addition, by
increasing the temperature of the silicone oil containing the sample,
amore realistic subsurface temperature condition can be obtained. Thus,
the test can be conducted at specific confining pressures and
temperatures to improve the reliability.

The acoustic testing is also conducted. The purpose of this
experiment is to measure the compressional and shear wave
velocities (Vp and Vs) of the reservoir rock samples using the
ultrasonic pulse transmission method in order to obtain dynamic
elastic parameters. In the experiment, compressional and shear
waves are emitted from the transducer placed at the top of the
rock sample and received by the receiver placed at the bottom. The
time required for the compressional and shear waves to propagate
along the axial direction of the rock sample is calculated from the
acoustic waveforms. The transit times of the compressional and
shear waves through the reservoir rock sample can be calculated
using the following formula, which provides the required
compressional and shear wave velocity data:

tp � t′P − tp0 (1)
tS � t′S − tS0 (2)

In Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, where tp and tS are the transit times of the P and S
waves through the sample; t′P and t′S are the transit times of the P and S
waves measured between the transducer and the receiver; tp0 and tS0 are
the transit times of P and S waves through the holders of the testing
machine. Thus, the actual transit times through the rock canbe calculated.

2.2 Numerical modeling

The previous section introduces the rock mechanical testing
method where tri-axial compression tests and acoustic tests are
employed. They can provide the stress, strain, and wave velocities of
the entire rock sample. A limitation is that the rock deformation
patterns within the rock cannot be directly characterized by the
experimental results. To improve the methodology, numerical
modeling is used so that the rock deformation patterns within
the entire domain can be understood.

In this method, the assumptions of the quasi-static state and
infinitesimal deformation are used (Chen B. et al., 2021). Based on
these, the momentum balance can be described using the Cauchy
stress tensor as:

∇ · σ � 0 (3)
In Eq. 3, where σ is the stress tensor. It describes the quasi-static
momentum balance.

The constitutive relationship between the stress and strain for
the description of rock deformation is given as:

σel � C: εel (4)
In Eq. 4, where C is the elasticity tensor; εel is the elastic strain. Also,
the elastic strain εel and the inelastic εinel strain follow a relationship
of ε � εel + εinel . Note that the elasticity tensor can be written as
Eq. 5:

C � C E, ]( ) (5)
Based on the infinitesimal deformation theories and elastic

derivations, the relationship between strain and displacement can
be related as Eq. 6:

ε � 1
2

∇u( )T + ∇u( )[ ] (6)

When the state of isotropy is considered, the elasticity can be
expressed as Eq. 7:

D � E

1 + ]( ) 1 − 2]( )

1 − ] ] ]

] 1 − ] ]

] ] 1 − ]
1 − 2]
2

1 − 2]
2

1 − 2]
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7)
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For this problem, several relevant boundary conditions can be
used. The traction boundary conditions can be expressed by:

σ · n � t (8)
t � P · n (9)
u � 0 (10)

In Eq. 8, where n represents the normal vector; In Eq. 9, P represents
the nominal stress or the pressure boundary; t represents the
traction boundary. Eq. 10 is used to prescribe the fixed boundary
where no displacement is allowed.

The equations above describe the rock deformation caused by
the exertion of boundary loads on the studied domain. Then, the
governing equations for the elastic wave propagation in the domain
representing the rock sample are also provided. They can be used to
quantify the wave propagation in the domain, which is especially
meaningful for heterogeneous rock samples such as conglomerates.

In an elastic domain, the relationship between velocity and
strain can be expressed as Eq. 11, Eq. 12 and Eq. 13:

ρ
∂v
∂t

− ∇ · σ � b (11)
∂ε
∂t

− 1
2

∇v − ∇v( )T[ ] � 0 (12)
σ � C: ε elastic wave domain( ) (13)

where v is the velocity; ρ is the density of the rock; b is the body force
possibly exerted on the entire domain. It governs the transient
behaviors associated with elastic wave propagations.

3 Case study

This case study is based on tight conglomerated rock samples
cored in Mahu Sag, Junggar Basin, China. Tight oil reservoirs in this
region have been commercially developed (Wang et al., 2022a;
Wang et al., 2022b). The implementation of horizontal well
drilling and hydraulic fracturing has largely improved the
productivity here (Chen et al., 2021b; Zhi et al., 2021). Unlike
tight sand reservoirs or shale reservoirs, tight conglomerate
reservoirs have strong heterogeneities caused by the existence of
gravels. Conventional compression tests and acoustic tests only
obtain the entire stress-strain behaviors and waveforms, and they
do not always suit the case in tight conglomerate rock.

In the study area, tight conglomerate rocks are composed of
matrix, cement, and gravels, exhibiting strong mechanical
heterogeneity and anisotropy. The gravels are embedded in the
rock matrix and conglomerates usually exhibit heterogeneous
patterns. Thus, their response to loadings can be rather complex.
As a result, the accuracy of interpreting elastic parameters such as
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio through acoustic logging is
affected, thus increasing the uncertainty in brittleness evaluation
and fracability assessment, consequently influencing the
effectiveness of drilling and fracturing operations. In order to
improve the accuracy of elastic parameter interpretation for tight
conglomerate rocks, this study focuses on the lab measurements of
tight conglomerate rock cores. By utilizing a high-temperature and
high-pressure triaxial rock mechanics test and simultaneous testing
of compressional and shear wave velocities, static elastic parameters,

and waveforms, the study establishes the conversion relationship
between the dynamic and static elastic properties of rock samples.
The established conversion relationship between dynamic elastic
properties (based on P and S wave velocity measurement) and static
elastic properties (based on compression tests) can be a reference for
acoustic logging interpretation as some acoustic logs provide P and S
wave velocity data within continuous ranges of depth intervals.

In this study, a tight rock sample is first examined by the tri-axial
compression test and the acoustic test. Then, a 2D finite element
model is established to analyze the rock deformation and elastic
waves in the domain. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is established to
study the effect of gravel properties on static deformation and wave
propagation behaviors.

3.1 Rock mechanical testing results

3.1.1 Compression test for static rock mechanical
parameters

The compression test is achieved in the GCTS RTR-1500 rock
mechanical testing platform. Figure 1 shows the typical rock
sample with a failure plane caused by the tri-axial compression

FIGURE 1
Failure plane caused by the tri-axial compression of the tight
conglomerate rock sample.

FIGURE 2
Stress and strain curve of the tight rock sample.
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test in this study. The shear failure plane can be clearly observed.
Some gravels can be observed in the sample and they are
embedded in the matrix, leading to a relatively complex

structure. It can be also observed that the shear failure plane
is not strictly even as the existence of gravels results in curvatures.
This is primarily caused by the existence of gravels in the tight

FIGURE 3
Recorded testing readings from the lab.

FIGURE 4
Correlations between primary and shear wave velocities.

FIGURE 5
Correlations between static and dynamic properties for samples obtained from different wells.
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rock sample, and the curved failure plane is associated with the
boundaries and shapes of the embedded gravels.

Figure 2 shows the stress and strain curve obtained during the
compression test. During the test, a constant confining pressure
of 40 MPa is used. At the starting point, the axial stress is equal to
the constant confining pressure. Then, the axial stress is gradually
increased and the deviatoric stress becomes greater than 0. The
deviatoric stress and axial strain result shows that the rock
sample exhibits elastoplastic behaviors before the peak
strength. When the axial strain is relatively small, nearly
linear and inelastic behaviors are observed. After reaching the
peak strength, the shear failure leads to a relative fast failure of
the rock sample. Since the failure of the rock sample is achieved
with a relatively low strain, the rock sample exhibits brittle
deformation patterns in the compression test.

3.1.2 Acoustic test for dynamic rock mechanical
parameters

In addition, acoustic testing is conducted for this rock sample.
This test is based on the ULT-200 ultrasonic velocity
measurement system.

In the testing, both raw data and processes data can be obtained.
The raw data exhibits significant fluctuations, but through waveform
analysis using the rock mechanics experimental platform, the processed
and corrected waveform results are obtained. By employing the
ultrasonic wave module for processing, the P-wave and S-wave
waveforms are extracted, which improves the accuracy of
compressional and shear wave velocity measurements. The
fluctuations in the raw data can be attributed to various factors,
including measurement noise, sample heterogeneity, and
experimental conditions. To enhance the accuracy and reliability of
the results, waveform analysis is performed, which involves filtering,
time correction, and other processing techniques to extract the desired
compressional and shear wave signals. As shown in Figure 3, the results
present the processed and corrected waveform results obtained from the
acoustic testing. The waveform analysis helps to remove noise and
improve the clarity of the waveforms, enabling a more accurate
determination of the compressional and shear wave velocities. The
corrected waveforms provide valuable information about the wave
propagation characteristics and elastic properties of the rock
samples. The use of the ultrasonic wave module for waveform
processing enhances the precision of compressional and shear wave
velocity measurements. By accurately extracting the P-wave and S-wave
waveforms, the acoustic testing results becomemore reliable and can be
used to calculate dynamic elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and other
elastic parameters important for reservoir characterization and rock
mechanics analysis.

The obtaining and processing of signals are important in the
determination of wave velocity values. The analog-to-digital
converter helps to obtain the digital forms. Certain enhancement
techniques are then employed. Here, filtering and amplification
processes are carried out to remove unwanted noises and
frequencies and to improve the signal strength. After theses
processes, the time-of-flight data can be obtained by determining
how long it takes to travel through the rock specimens. After the
calculation, calibration and visualization are realized in the
experimental platform.

3.1.3 Static and dynamic parameter correlations
and observations

Based on the static elastic parameters obtained from the
mechanical experiments and the dynamic elastic parameters
calculated from the compressional and shear wave velocities,

FIGURE 6
Correlations between static and dynamic properties for samples
obtained from different wells.

TABLE 1 Simulation parameters in the base case.

Modeling parameter Value

Domain size 25 mm by 50 mm

Gravel size 8 mm for the long semi-axis and 3 mm for the short semi-axis of the ellipse

Constant confining stress 40 MPa

Increasing boundary load 80 MPa

Rock matrix Young’s modulus 30 GPa

Gravel Young’s modulus 40 GPa

Rock matrix Poisson’s ratio 0.25

Gravel Poisson’s ratio 0.20
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regression relationships for the compressional and shear wave
velocities and the dynamic-static elastic parameter correlations
can be established for the tight samples from the study area. The
results show significant variations in the correlations of the
compressional and shear wave velocity results across different
well locations, while the correlations between the dynamic-static
elastic parameters are stronger than those between the dynamic-
static Poisson’s ratios. The compressional wave velocities in the
area range from 3,300 m/s to 6,500 m/s, while the shear wave
velocities range from 1,200 m/s to 3,500 m/s. The dynamic elastic
modulus ranges from 11 GPa to 70 GPa, and the dynamic
Poisson’s ratio ranges from 0.15 to 0.45 (Figures 4, 5). These
regression relationships and parameter ranges provide valuable
information for characterizing the elastic properties and wave
velocities of the low-permeability conglomerate rocks in the
study area in the Mahu Sag, Junggar Basin. Note that the
outlier point with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 indicates that this
data point has significant radial deformation, which can be
attributed to the nonuniform radial elongation caused by the
axial compression.

The wide range of compressional and shear wave velocities
indicates the heterogeneity of the rock formations in the area.
The dynamic elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio ranges reflect
the varying degrees of stiffness and deformability of the rocks,
which are important factors for reservoir characterization and

hydraulic fracturing design. Understanding the elastic
properties and wave velocities of the conglomerate rocks is
crucial for optimizing reservoir development strategies,
assessing wellbore stability, and designing effective
stimulation techniques in low-permeability reservoirs. The
established regression relationships and parameter ranges
contribute to a better understanding of the rock mechanics
and provide a basis for accurate reservoir characterization
and engineering applications in the Mahu Sag.

Based on the rock mechanical test results, it can be observed
that the analyzed tight rock sample exhibits good brittleness as it
totally fails with a strain less than 1.5%. Also, correlations
between static and dynamic rock mechanical parameters are
established. The correlation for Young’s modulus is much
better than the correlation for Poisson’s ratio. This section
provides an experimental understanding of the mechanical
properties of the tight conglomerate rock sample. The
experimental results can be used as a reference for the rock
mechanics and geomechanics-related analysis in this field. From
the correlations in Figures 4, 5, the variations in P and S wave
velocities correspond to the tight nature of the reservoir rocks.
How stiff the rock specimens are and how they react to applied
stress can be quantified by the results as well. The data obtained
here can help to improve the reservoir modeling accuracy and the
efficacy of hydraulic fracturing design.

FIGURE 7
Stress distribution in gravels and in the rock matrix.
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3.2 Numerical modeling results

After obtaining the lab observations and measurements of the
reservoir rocks, some numerical analyses are then carried out for the
understanding of the distribution and evolution of deformation-
related parameters. In the previous section, the lab tests can provide
overall measurements of the rock samples, while the deformation-
related characteristic within the domain of the rock cannot be
directly obtained or visualized. To address this limitation, the use
of numerical modeling tools is employed as they can help to provide
such observations. The numerical analysis in this section can
provide quantified results that cannot be directly obtained in
rock mechanical labs.

3.2.1 Base case
In the numerical analysis, a 2D model is established to

simulate the rock deformation and the response to elastic
waves in the heterogeneous rock. The domain size of the 2D
model is 25 mm by 50 mm. In this domain, the stress, strain, and
acoustic response are then simulated. As in Figure 6, the 2D
domain has two constant confining stress boundaries on the left
and on the right, ensuring the compression in the x-direction.
There is also a stress boundary on the top where an increasing
boundary load is exerted, which is used to obtain continuous
changes in the stress and the strain fields. The red square on the

top represents the source for the elastic wave in the domain. Four
elliptical gravels are placed uniformly in the 2D domain,
representing the heterogeneity in conglomerate rocks. The
elliptical shape of gravels is used in the 2D model. This is a
simplification based on the observation of the tight conglomerate
samples where many gravels are nearly ellipsoids.

In the base case, the simulation papameters are shown in Table
1, where rock matrix has a Young’s modulus of 30 GPa and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. The gravels have a Young’s modulus of
40 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.20. This difference is related to the
field observation that gravels contain more stiffer minerals such as
quartz and calcite than the rock matrix. The ellipses have semi-axis
lengths of 8 mm and 3 mm. In this model setup, relatively uniformly
distributed gravels are used so that the deformation patterns can be
quantified. A constant confining stress of 40 MPa is exerted on the
left and the right boundaries. The increasing boundary load on the
top is exerted as 80 MPa. This combination of stress boundaries is
employed following the convention in the compression tests. They
also follow the traction boundary conditions in Eqs 8, 9. A static
equilibrium state for the momentum balance is achieved in
the solution.

In Figures 7, 8, the rock deformation-related distribution of
stress and strain results are plotted. Using the sign convention in
geotechnical and rock mechanical communities, the compressive
state is positive.

FIGURE 8
Strain distribution in gravels and in the rock matrix.
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In Figure 7, the radial stress, the axial stress, and the shear stress
are plotted. The radial and axial dimensions are corresponding to
the convention used in tri-axial analysis of core samples. The radial
dimension is identical to the x-direction and the axial dimension is
identical to the y-direction. If the compression is in a homogeneous
rock sample with no gravels, the radial stress is generally equal to the
confining stress of 40 MPa and the axial stress is generally equal to
the axial boundary load of 80 MPa. However, the existence of gravels
introduces heterogeneities and the radial and axial stress results are
largely altered and complicated. In the radial stress result, stress
concentrations can be observed between neighboring gravels, where
the radial stress magnitude is elevated by around 2 MPa. In gravels,
radial stresses are not significantly altered. Decreases in radial stress
can be observed at the top of the domain, at the bottom of the
domain, and outside the longer semi-axes of gravels, leading to
heterogeneous stress distributions. In contrast, radial stress increases
are observed outside the shorter semi-axes of gravels. In the axial
stress results, stress concentrations are observed along the vertical
axis, where the axial stress magnitudes are greater than the axial load
boundary of 80 MPa exerted at the top. Axial stresses outside the
longer axes of gravels have lower stress magnitudes, while the lowest
stress magnitudes are obtained at the tops of the gravels. The
comparison between the radial and axial stress results indicate
that the existence of stress concentrations is anisotropic: the
stress concentration of radial stress is primarily in between
gravels, while the stress concentration of axial stress is in both

gravels and in between gravels. In addition to axial and radial stress
results, Figure 7 also shows the distribution of shear stress. Shear
stress magnitudes are generally below 5 MPa, which is caused by the
existence of gravels. This is directly related to the heterogeneity
introduced by gravels, indicating that gravels lead to shearing with in
the conglomerate rock.

After the discussion of stress results, Figure 8 presents the radial
strain, axial strain, and shear strain, and the strain results are
indicative of compressive deformation. In the radial direction, the
smallest deformations are observed at the centers of the top and the
bottom regions. Tips of gravels and certain areas between tips of
gravels have large radial deformations. In the axial direction, gravels
exhibit strong stiffness and axial strains are low. Largest axial strains
are obtained between gravels, which corresponds to the stress
concentrations in stress results in Figure 7. Large shear strains
are obtained near tips of gravels, indicating strong shearing
effects near gravel tips.

Results in Figures 7, 8 shows that stiffer gravels lead to nonuniform
deformation in the conglomerate, and this effect is highly direction-
dependent. Due to the difference in stiffnesses of gravels and the rock
matrix, relative deformation between gravels and the rock matrix is
relatively significant. This leads to strong shearing effects, leading to
shear strains and shear stresses especially at and near the contact areas
between gravels and the matrix. This effect can only be captured by the
consideration in this study, while traditional modeling using uniform
and homogeneous assumptions cannot quantify this effect.

FIGURE 9
Velocity magnitudes at 5 μs, 10 μs, and 20 μs. Velocities here are related to elastic wave-induced deformation in the elastic wave domain.
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Previous studies demonstrate the stress and strain effects and
their dependence on orientation. Then, elastic waves are also
modeled in the conglomerate. The elastic wave generation source
is located at the top center of the 2D domain, the length of the source
is 0.2 mm. The wave generate follows the expression of:
σsource � 0.1 sin (2 × 106t). Here, the stress source is in MPa and
a high frequency of the waveform is generated. Since the gravels have
a higher stiffness, its corresponding wave velocities are greater than
the matrix. The simulation time is 20 μs.

Figure 9 documents the velocity magnitudes generated at certain
time steps of 5 μs, 10 μs, and 20 μs. This velocity term is related to
the solid deformation and it is not related to the wave propagations.
The evolution in the three time steps captures the propagation
within the conglomerate domain. The velocity magnitude indicates
the periodic deformation induced by the source. It can be noted that
the existence of gravels makes the fronts move relatively faster. This
effect is propagated in the system so that the oscillatory patterns can
be observed at later time steps.

Figure 10 shows the induced stress propagations in the elastic
wave domain, and the stress is described using the term pressure.
The sign of this parameter indicates whether it is in a compression
state. Strong compressive/tensile stress states are observed between
the source and the first gravel near the top boundary. This is because
the gravel is stiffer than the matrix, and the induced deformation is
the most significant here. These results at three time steps show that

the stiffer gravels help to advance the source-induced waveforms
and the periodic elastic waves travel faster when they move through
gravels than through the matrix.

Figure 11 shows the elastic wave-induced deformation in terms of
displacement. At the first time step of 5 μs, the displacement profile
travels through the second gravel from the top, while the rest of the
domain has zero elastic-wave induced deformation. This is because the
wave has not traveled far enough. For time steps of 10 μs and 20 μs, the
front travels further and it finally reaches the bottom boundary. In these
results, it is also observed that the waveforms presented by displacement
magnitude are altered by the existence of gravels.

Based on the result in Figures 9–11, the heterogeneity caused by
gravels alters the elastic wave propagation in the conglomerate.
Stiffer gravels make the compressive or tensile states stronger
between the source and the first gravel near the top boundary.
They also make the elastic wave travels faster in gravels than in the
rock matrix.

Figure 12 shows the velocity magnitude distributed along the
axis in the rock specimen domain. Results at 4 steps of 0.5 µs, 5 µs,
10 µs, and 20 µs are plotted. In the result, the x-axis stands for the
distance to the top of the rock sample where the waves are induced at
the source. In the elastic wave domain, the velocity magnitude
gradually decreases away from the source, indicating the change
in energy. Similar to results in Figure 11, only the result at 20 µs
indicates that the wave reaches the bottom (receiver).

FIGURE 10
Pressure in the elastic wave domain at 5 μs, 10 μs, and 20 μs. Pressure here denotes the magnitude of compression or tension caused by the
waveforms in the elastic wave domain.
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4 Conclusion

This case study introduces a series of experimental and numerical
analyses of the deformation patterns in tight conglomerate samples.
Correlations between static and dynamic elastic properties and P and S

waves are established in the lab. The deformation patterns of the rock
sample is also obtained in the experimental study. Additionally, finite
element modeling is carried out to understand the effects of stiff gravels
on solid deformation and elastic wave propagations in the
conglomerate. The quantitative understanding in this case study
serves as a reference for the brittleness and fracability evaluation in
this field in Junggar Basin, China. The work also provides an integrated
approach to the understanding of the elastic behaviors in tight
conglomerate rock.

In conclusion:

(1) In the study area, the tested conglomerate rock is relatively
brittle. Shearing failure is easily achieved when tri-axial
compression is exerted in the lab. P and S wave velocities
have relatively good correlations in this area, while the
correlation between static and dynamic elastic moduli is
much better than the correlation between static and
dynamic Poisson’s ratios.

(2) In the numerical modeling of solid rock deformation caused
by tri-axial compression, the existence of gravels leads to
strong direction-dependent and anisotropic stress and strain
distributions. Stress concentrations are observed in and
between stiff gravels. Compression-induced shearing is
especially strong at and near tips of gravels, which can
contribute to complex shearing failure types in
conglomerate deformation.

FIGURE 11
Displacement magnitudes at 5 μs, 10 μs, and 20 μs. Displacement here represents the source-induced deformation in the elastic wave domain.

FIGURE 12
Velocity magnitude distribution in the axial direction at x = 0 m in
the elastic wave domain at various time steps.
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(3) In the elastic wave domain, the existence of stiffer gravels alters
the elastic wave propagation patterns and the compressive/
tensile state magnitudes in and around gravels. Wave-induced
compression/tension is greater between the source and the first
gravel near the top boundary. Stiffer gravels also facilitate the
traveling of elastic waves through them, and this effect is
propagated further beyond gravels as time evolves.

(4) Lab and simulation results in the study demonstrate the tight and
stiff nature of the rock specimens and the highly heterogeneous
rock mechanical properties. In the design of fracture stage and
cluster placement, the size and location of gravels should be
considered as they affect the failure of tight conglomerate rocks.
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